
Leading 
Meet five Canadian women-next-door making an extraordinary difference  

in healthcare. These crusaders are crossing disciplines, juggling  
jobs and being a general nuisance to the government – all to bring about  

real change where it affect us the most: in our doctors’ offices, 
neighbourhood clinics, hospitals and our own bodies.  by Elaine O’Connor
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     Monika Herwig combined her twin passions 
for health care and nature into a career as a 
naturopath. Though her work often focuses 
on environmental contributions to illness, she 
noticed that many of her clients didn’t 
understand the link. “There’s simply a lack of 
education on this,” says the mother of two. 
“The woman who runs for the cure may go 
home and sprays pesticides on her lawn.” 
     To bridge the gap, Herwig and three friends 
– doula and IT manager Julia Lynx, yoga 
instructor Tracey Delfs and environmental 
consultant Julie Budgen – launched the Pink 
and Green Campaign in 2006. Their goal is 
twofold: to help women focus on breast care, 
rather than breast fear, and to reduce toxins in 
the environment that can put us at risk. Their 
slogan: “Love your planet. Love your body. 
Love your life.”       
     The trio have placed copies of natural-health 
breast-care books in nearly 100 Canadian 
libraries. Each spring, they organize a Rachel 
Carson Walk, in honour of the famed 
environmentalist who died of breast cancer, to 
raise money for prevention. And they’ve also 
lobbied their local government to pass a ban 
on pesticide spraying in Canmore, which, if it 
goes through, will make the town one of the 
few in Alberta to clear out these cancer-
causing chemicals. “If we really want to put an 
end to cancer,” Herwig says, “that has to 
include the removal of carcinogens in our 
environment and our food.”

Monika Herwig
Naturopath and community activist, 38, 
Canmore, Alta. 

the charge

Why 
we need her:

Pesticides  have 
been linked to the 

development of breast, 
brain, kidney, lung and 

ovarian cancer.
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     Growing up in San Antonio, Texas, 
Judy New was exposed to traditional 
Southern cuisine: barbecue and big 
portions. Not exactly the best 
environment for a budding dietitian. But 
New, a Comanche who earned her PhD 
in nutrition, has made a career out of 
putting healthy eating back on the table 
for aboriginal families. 
     When New moved to Canada, she 
found few healthy diet resources 
available, so she helped launch a heart 
health and nutrition education program 
at Anishnawbe Health Toronto, an 
aboriginal clinic. It filled a crucial need: 
Cardiovascular disease is the leading 
cause of death among aboriginal 
women, who are two to three times 
more likely to die of heart disease than 
other women. “We had a traditional diet 
rich in nutrients, low in fat and sugar, 
and high in fibre,” New says. “But as the 
Western diet has been adopted, serious 
health issues have emerged.” 
     In 2001, she found a national stage for 
her concerns, becoming the nutrition 
commentator for Cooking with the 
Wolfman, an Aboriginal Peoples 
Television Network show. on the menu? 
Healthy fusion dishes such as buffalo 
ragout and apple-crumble bannock. 
     New has also worked to improve the 
well-being of the next generation, 
creating health, education and nutrition 
scholarships for aboriginal youth. Now 
the grandmother and gardener is 
focused on bringing traditional crops 
back to the community. She explains, “It 
would increase our nutrient levels, help 
us find a sustainable and safe food 
supply, and give women more power 
over their food.”

Judy New
Dietitian and aboriginal health 
advocate, 55, ottawa

Why 
we need her:  

Two out of every 
three Canadian women 
have at least one of the 
major risk factors for 

heart disease. 
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     As a girl in Trail, B.C. – a small town where, she jokes, half the 40 Asian residents were relatives – Elaine Chong acted as an 
interpreter in the doctor’s office for her Chinese grandmothers. Like some other recent immigrants, they’d never learned to speak 
or read English, so it fell to their young granddaughter to assist with their medical care. Today, the Vancouver pharmacist (the first in 
her family to earn a university degree) is on a mission to help other immigrants get the health care they deserve. 
     While finishing her post-doctoral studies at the University of British Columbia, Chong worked with the Asian Women’s Health 
Clinic. Staffed by multilingual female doctors, the clinic screens for breast and cervical cancers – Asian women in B.C.  suffer from 
the latter at almost four times the rate of white women. This is often due to a reluctance to undergo intimate exams, and though 
Chong is encouraged by women who “take charge of their health care in their own language and culture,” she worries about those 
“who are lost to the system.” Now an acting director for the B.C. Ministry of Health Services, Chong works with a team of 
pharmacists who advise doctors about the best drug treatments for their patients. But her goals still reflect her roots: “I think it’s so 
important for women to be educated about their medications and conditions, and to be empowered in their own health.”

Elaine Chong
Pharmacist and acting director at the B.C. Ministry 
of Health Services, 32, Vancouver

Why 
we need her: 

Immigrant women 
are much less likely to 

have family doctors 
than Canadian-born 

women are.
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Why 
we need her:  

Every year, nearly 
80,000 Canadian 

women are 
diagnosed with 

cancer. 

     Two years ago, when Liz Ellwood 
was diagnosed with cervical cancer 
– 24 years old and barely out of 
university – her immediate concern 
was for her future family, rather 
than her own mortality. “I wanted 
to have children,” recalls the 
kemptville, ont., native. But her 
oncologists were trained in 
chemotherapy and radiation, not 
egg preservation. That left Ellwood 
to do the research herself, while 
struggling through two surgeries 
and six weeks of aggressive 
treatment that left her uterus 
damaged. “I was really upset at the 
idea of never being able to get 
pregnant or feel a baby kick inside 
me,” she acknowledges. So Ellwood 
decided that helping other women 
would be the best way to move on. 
     Last year, on a shoestring budget, 
she founded Fertile Future in 
ottawa. It’s a non-profit that 
educates doctors and counsels 
female cancer patients about the 
options available to preserve their 
fertility. “You lose your hair, get 
radiation burns and spend hours 
puking over the toilet from chemo,” 
Ellwood says. “So when you finally 
get to the other side, why shouldn’t 
you be able to have children and live 
the life you want?” 
     Because she preserved her eggs 
before undergoing chemotherapy, 
Ellwood and her fiancé are making 
plans to have a family using a 
surrogate. But she says her real joy 
will come when “a mom tells me she 
had her children because she found 
out about fertility preservation 
from Fertile Future. The day that 
happens, I’ll know everything was 
worth it.”

Liz Ellwood
Cancer survivor and fertility 
advocate, 26, ottawa
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Why 
we need her:  

Despite the benefit 
of universal postpartum 
depression screens, they 

are only offered in 
Alberta.

IT ONLY  
TAKES…

✔a red piece of clothing 
and a small donation to 
take part in the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation’s Dress 
Red for Heart event.

✔a bike to join in  
Mississauga, Ont.’s Trillium 
Health Centre’s annual Bike 4 
Betty ride to raise money for 
a new CT scanner.

✔a new tote bag to 
support cancer patients 
whose treatment puts their 
fertility at risk. All proceeds 
benefit the national, nonprofit 
organization Fertile Hope.

✔a phone to call the Avon 
pink line, which adds a $2 
charge to your phone bill that 
goes directly to breast-
cancer research. To date, 
Avon has donated more than 
$15 million to breast-cancer 
research in Canada.

✔the cost of dinner out 
($40) to contribute to the 
Toxic Free Canada’s  
campaign to make all 
Canadian schools toxin-free.

✔Five kilometres to 
participate in Ovarian Cancer 
Canada’s annual Winners 
Walk of Hope, which raises 
more than $1 million for 
ovarian-cancer research 
every year.

by Stacy lee Kong

Ready to start? Visit 
Chatelaine.com for links 
to these great charities.

     Linda Duffett-Leger learned early how to care for others: In high school, she tended to her 
father as he battled brain cancer. Now the registered nurse is helping women care for 
themselves – and their babies – as they fight postpartum depression. In 2005, she and fellow 
researcher Nicole Letourneau began to study those new mothers’ needs. The refrain? More 
support. So Duffett-Leger, a mother of three, created some. She started the Mothers 
offering Mentorship and Support (MoMS) group, which sends postpartum survivors to the 
homes of new moms to help guide them through their struggles. 
     “What we’re finding is that women want someone who has first-hand experience with this 
depression,” Duffett-Leger says. She hopes her research will convince the New Brunswick 
government to adopt province-wide mental-health screenings for new mothers, as well as 
similar support programs. Without them, many women will continue to suffer in silence, in 
part because of the stigmas that persist. “There’s a sense that these are moms who have 
gone off the edge and done something horrific to their child.” In truth, the estimated 13 
percent of mothers who suffer from postpartum depression “just want to enjoy their 
children, and this illness really takes that away from them,” says Duffett-Leger. “To have 
someone acknowledge their struggle seems to make all the difference.”

Linda Duffett-Leger
Researcher, doctoral student and public-health nurse, 43, Fredericton
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